
Our growing company is hiring for a logistics management specialist. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for logistics management specialist

Participate in projects and initiatives and perform special assignments
Meet with key customers and coordinating officials to assess customer
satisfaction, explain organization policy and procedures, and resolve
problems that arise
Manages, directs, and implements the local formulation and publication of
installation deployment guidance based on regulations, manuals, instructions,
and directives issued by higher headquarters
Identifies all required deployment/redeployment support with the Wing Staff
Air Mobility/Command (AMC) and Air Combat Command (ACC) regarding
the transportation of equipment and personnel
Plans, develops, directs, and conducts deployment training for the wing and
subordinate units
Reviews Operation Plans (OPLANS), Concept Plans (CONPLANS), Concept of
Operations (CONOP)
Manages the wing support agreement program for the Commander
Plans and analyzes all data required for equipment validation, analysis of data
collected, 5% developing Advance Allowance Paperwork (AAP) for those
equipment that do not have an Allowance Parts List (APL) assigned
Collects, analyzes, reviews and creates various data reports in conjunction
with the stated 5% assignments for use in evaluating, documenting and
reporting various ILS support effectiveness and condition of fleet units

Example of Logistics Management Specialist Job
Description
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Qualifications for logistics management specialist

Port Hueneme, CA
Ability to utilize analytical and statistical methods and procedures including
electronic data processing, AF operations and organizations, and fiscal
management techniques
Current RIANG members or military members willing to transfer to RIANG
Must hold a military grade of E6-E9
Assignment in the Rhode Island Air National Guard in AFSC 2G0X1
The primary purpose of this position is to serve as the Director of the Nuclear
Capabilities Logistics (NCL) Division by exercising second and third level
supervisory and managerial authorities over the Division and by providing
critical nuclear technical direction and liaison to field level units, and other
governmental agencies


